Title: SELECTIVE SUPPLY OF MEDIA OBJECTS BY AN OPERATOR

Abstract: In a method of selectively supplying users with media items by an operator, the user has choice options among the choice items and a user profile at least for a user group, in particular for an individual user, is produced on the basis of the user characteristics of the user in relation to the choice options. The user is then supplied with selective items which are selected to suit the user profile. The apparatus involves a data connection between user and operator, and a mixer for mixing user choice items and operator selective items. A control unit contains user profiles and controls selection of selective items, with user profile updating.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention concerns a method and an apparatus for the selective supply of users with media items.

In that respect media items can be items of information in the form of image or graphics and/or sound, for example generally film sequences, but also pure acoustic information. In regard to the content thereof this may involve for example information items, entertainment items or advertising items.

The term choice item is used to denote a media item that a user can choose generally from a range of such items.

The term selective item is used herein to denote items that a supplier or provider of the service may incorporate into his supply.

In this respect moreover the term supply is used herein to denote any manner of transmission of the media items to a user, whether by wire, or wirelessly as by way of radio or satellite, in which case there are also a number of basically different possible options in regard to wired transmission paths, in a form a wide-band cable of a cable connection, by way of telephone line and thus also the Internet, to a power line.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The supply or provision of media items to users can involve a fluid or multiple purpose or transition, for example insofar as entertainment items may include advertising items, irrespective of whether they are explicitly identified as advertising items or whether they are incorporated into handling of or the story or action of the entertainment item.

In this respect the user are generally individual persons but they may also be user groups such as families, corporations and the like.

A prerequisite in this situation is a feedback of some kind from the user to the operator or provider, which must afford the operator or provider the possibility of establishing the user characteristics and profile. The user characteristics or profile in that respect preferably involve the characteristics of the user in regard to the selection options available to him, in terms of selection of the media items.
That feedback effect can either involve automatic feedback insofar as for example in the case of wired transmission of the media items in a return channel the user characteristics or profile are signalled to the operator or registered therewith, or alternatively the user may actively send his characteristics or profile to the operator, in this case also the nature of the communication path being completely open.

The selection options on the part of the user depend on the technical options available to him at the present time.

At the present time a user has the option for example in relation to television of choosing among a number of channels. Within the channels, available to him is a previously known and fixed offering of media items, established in terms of content (title) and starting time.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to provide a method of selective supplying users with media items by an operator, which affords an improved operating procedure and a reliable result.

Another object of the present invention is to provide an improved apparatus for selectively supplying users with media items by an operator.

These objects are solved by features of claim 1 and 19.

The foregoing and other objects are attained by the invention set forth herein.

As will be seen in greater detail hereinafter, with the above-outlined initial position, in a first step selective supply is limited to the specific targeted selection of advertising items for that user, which are presented to him between the choice items which he has selected, or which can also already be incorporated into those choice items. An example in this respect is were a corporation has rented an advertising block on a given channel for a given time/duration. However the corporation markets a number of products, for example different models of automobile. Now, depending on the respective individual user profile, the individual user, at the time of the advertising block, is presented with items of advertising information about the model of automobile from the corporation, which best suits his user profile.

In the next step it will be possible, within the running of the program on a given channel, to already select individual media items in regard to the presentation in relation to a given user of the channel.
An example in this connection is that, at a given time, for example the prime use time in the evening, one of several transmission is transmitted on the same channel at the same time to the various users, depending on their respectively profiles. The alternatives in that respect could be for example either a light entertainment program or an information program.

In this respect it will also already be possible under some circumstances for advertising items in respect of products which are selected in regard to the individual user to be incorporated into the course of the action or story of the choice item.

To take an example in this situation, an actor in a film, which is a choice item selected by a respective user, smokes that brand of cigarettes, which best suits the user profile of the individual user.

The ultimate state will provide that the user assembles his own program for himself, from the existing offerings in a range of choice items. The user will therefore be able at any time to request choice items or to ask for a given commencing time, so that therefore he can also ask for successions of choice items.

To give an example in this respect, a customer may personally establish for himself that he would like to view a film A from the time of 18.40, followed then by film B.

Depending on compatible modalities between user and operator, for example advertising items which are preselected for that user are incorporated by the operator within the course of the film A or the film B, or between the film A and the film B.

Incorporation of selective advertising items into the actual action or story of the film is also possible.

In that fashion, selective preselection in respect of choice items, tailor-made for the respective user and his user profile, will be necessary only insofar as the user is presented with selection lists in respect to his choice items, which lists are prepared according to his respective needs, in which case the choice items which best suit his user profile would respectively occur at the first location.

In addition, insofar as advertising items are also to be transmitted in this respect, for example in the form of advertising blocks, within the choice item which the user has requested, the advertising items are again selected in accordance with the user profile.

In this connection, in regard to the selective items, a choice is possible not only on the base of the contents or category of the selective item, but also on the basis of the time of presentation in relation to the user.
As an example here, on the basis of the use characteristics it is clear that the user is for example a shift worker (nightwork) and his prime use time for choice items is early in the morning. It is thus obvious that this user will also go shopping in the early hours/in the morning, with the consequence that he is presented with advertising items for consumer pre-requisites involved in everyday life, primarily in the early hours.

From a technical point of view, selective transmission, besides a bi-directional data connection between the user and the operator or provider, requires on the part of the operator in particular a central unit which includes inter alia a mixer, by means of which the choice items selected by the user are combined with the selective items which are generally predetermined by the operator, generally in the form of a time succession.

Preferably in this respect the central unit also includes a database for the user profiles and an evaluation unit which evaluates the data relating to the user characteristic and simultaneously or in time-displaced relationship implements updating of the user profiles on the basis of such evaluation results.

With the technical procedures available nowadays, the mixer will therefore have at least two inputs, more specifically for the choice items, for example a program which is in the finally assembled condition on a channel of a television transmitter, but without incorporation of advertising blocks, and on the other hand for selective items, for example advertising clips for advertising blocks. An input can also be a connection to the Internet from which the choice items and/or the selective items can originate.

With the above-described technical ultimate state, an MMPC (Multi-Media Playout Center), that is to say a kind of automatically accessible media item archive, will be a constituent part of the central unit or will be bidirectionally connected thereto.

In order to be able to make the correct selection for the respective user, the nature of the configuration of the user profiles is of essential significance.

It will be appreciated that it would be possible to describe each individual user in terms of given areas of life, for example the so-called environmental or social components such as aims in life, social position, work/achievement/material power, view of society, family, partnership, leisure time, ideals and models, and lifestyle.

Politics and the advertising industry in contrast are primarily interested in dividing users into a finite number of categories, either overall or considered on the basis of individual environmental and social components as already referred to above. In this respect for example
a known manner of dividing users is in accordance with the site environment, from which the
above-mentioned environmental and social components originate.

The categories which are defined in that way and in which an individual user can be
classified (by example) of the individual environmental and social components in-
volved (only one single category per component) form the framework for the user profile.

At the same time it is also necessary for the available choice items to be arranged in
categories. In that respect, these choice categories should preferably be identical to the user
categories, irrespective of whether the user categories involve the entire user or the individual
environmental and social components of the user.

Equally, the available selective items must be associated with categories in the same
manner as the choice items.

In order to also take account of the variation in the individual user which can be con-
nected not only to life development generally, for example changes in partnership, job or pro-
fession, or family, but also relatively short-term factors such as kinds of sport which change
with the seasons of the year and so forth, the user profile is preferably continuously updated.

For that purpose it is necessary for the user characteristic to be recorded or registered
in the form of the perception of the choice options, in regard to the choice items for supply to
that user, to evaluate same and to draw therefrom conclusions relating to the user profile. In
that respect, consideration is given not only to the choice items which the user selects for
himself, but also how those choice items are consumed:

- whether the choice item is received in its entirety, that is to say from beginning to
  end, and in particular whether the advertising blocks contained therein were also
  received;

- whether the receiver was deliberately switched on only just before the beginning of
  the choice item or, if the receiver was already operating, whether it was changed
  over or switched over to the corresponding channel for the selection item, at least
  only just before the beginning of the choice item;

- whether the receiver was switched into a different condition during reception of
  the choice item and if so, with what frequency and for what period of time and in
  particular also precisely during the period of the advertising blocks, and in par-
  ticular whether in that case the receiver was changed over to other channels or
  whether the receiver was completely switched off; and
whether and when before the end of the choice item the user definitively left the channel of the choice item, which leads to the conclusion that the user was dissatisfied with the choice item.

The above-described results can be weighted relative to each other by evaluation procedures.

In order to exclude excessively short-term changes in user characteristics, which for example are to be attributed to a modified form of day on the part of the user, short-term psychological changes on the part of the user and so forth, and which should not influence selective supply, adaptation and updating of the user profile is implemented in particular specifically and deliberately with a time displacement, that is to say with a delay.

That can be effected either by incorporation of the detected user characteristics in the form of updating of the user profile taking place only a defined period of time after detection of the change in characteristics which has occurred, or by a procedure whereby individual uses (individual selection of choice items) are not evaluated, but rather the selection characteristics are analysed overall only ever within fixed periods of time.

Further objects, features and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the description hereinafter of a preferred embodiment of the method and apparatus.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a view illustrating the principle of selective supply, and Figure 2 shows the logical links in selective supply.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring to Figure 1 showing a view in principle of the procedure involved, shown therein are different possible forms of communication between a central unit 1 to which the operator or provider has access, and the users N.

Those connections have to be bidirectional in nature, with a capacity which is generally markedly greater in the forward direction to the user N for the transmission of film sequences etc which run smoothly and without jerking, while the rearward direction requires only very low levels of capacity for the transmission of those signals which are contained in
the Data, ascertained at the user, in regard to the choice characteristics and the accompanying circumstances in terms of consumption.

The data connection in the rearward direction does not have to occur by way of the same connection element or the same mode of connection as in the forward direction.

User N1 receives the signals from the central unit to an antenna 7b at the user. In that respect the antenna 7b operates simultaneously as a transmitter for the transmission of signals in the rearward direction.

In this respect, the user N1 is not considered alone, as the connection of the user N1, that is to say the receiver thereof, but at least the data detection unit at the receiver, is used by an entire user group NG1.

User N2 receives the media items also by way of a radio connection 4, whereas signal transmission in the rearward direction from the user N2 to the central unit is effected by way of a telephone line 3 or a power line.

In contrast, between the user N3 and the central unit 1 there is a connection by way of a wide-band cable 2 which is of a directly bidirectional nature so as to ensure data transmission in both directions, more specifically with adequate capacity in each case.

User N4 is also bidirectionally connected to the central unit 1 but not directly but indirectly, by wire or also wirelessly, by way of the Internet as indicated at www.

The central unit 1 on the one hand ensures transmission of the correct media items to the users, and for that purpose has a plurality of inputs.

In the case of conventional technology, that is to say with a fixed program within a channel, those program channels are fed in at an input of the central unit 1 in a finished processed condition but for example with the exception of the advertising clips.

In contrast the advertising clips are fed in at another input. Correct time co-ordination is effected by the mixer 8 which is a component part of the central unit 1.

In the future, the central unit is increasingly fed additionally or instead by finished processed channel program from a Multi-Media Player Center MMPC in which the individual media items are present on different data carriers, for example CD, DVD, video cassette, roll of film, hard disk and the like. Satellite reception or another wireless reception source for items which are currently being played is generally also present.

The databases in which are stored on the one hand the user profiles and on the other hand the item profiles are preferably also a component part of the central unit 1. The same applies for the evaluation unit 9 which converts the data arriving from the users, relating to
user characteristics, in relation to the media items, into correction values for the individual user profiles.

Figure 2 shows the logical interconnection of the individual components thereof at the user end.

The user receives his media items presented by the central unit 1. The characteristics of the user N in relation to those media are registered by the evaluation unit 9. The modes of behaviour or changes in behavioural characteristics, which are detected in that situation, are converted by the evaluation unit 9 into correction values in respect of the stored profile PN of the user.

The user profile PN which is stored at the current time controls in the central unit 1 the mixer 8 which mixes the individual items, namely choice items and selective items, and feeds them to the user N.

Also available to the evaluation unit 9, for evaluation purposes, are the profiles PB of those items, the consumption or non-consumption of which by the user N was detected.

As, at the beginning of activity of the central unit, there is no profile PN in respect of the individual user, then as an auxiliary matter firstly the profile PA of an entire range in which the user occurs, regionally or on the basis of other points of view, is used as a substitute. When an individual user profile PN has been produced by virtue of the detected user behaviour or characteristics of the individual user N, that individual user profile can be continuously refined and updated.

In that respect, as a corollary, the profile PN which is available for each individual user and continuously updated can even serve to refine and continuously update the range profile PA which was initially used, so-to-speak as residuary or waste product from selective transmission.
Claims

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS

1. A method of selectively supplying users with media items by an operator, wherein a user has choice options among choice items, a user profile at least for a user group is produced on the basis of the user characteristics of that user in relation to the choice options, and the user is supplied with selective items which are selected to suit the user profile.

2. A method as set forth in claim 1, wherein the selective items are present in addition to the choice items as in the form of an advertising item.

3. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the selective items are part of a choice item.

4. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the selective items are choice items.

5. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the choice options involve the choice of a channel with an established sequence of choice items and the selective items are advertising items.

6. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the choice options involve the choice of a channel with an established sequence of choice items and the selected items are present in the context of the choice items.

7. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the selective items are selectively preselected choice items within the selected channel.

8. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the choice option is the direct selection of the choice item in respect of title and time of commencement.
9. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the user profile is continuously updated on the basis of user characteristics.

10. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the user profile is altered with a defined time lag.

11. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the user profile is altered with a defined time lag by collecting the user characteristics over a defined period of time and only then taking same into consideration upon the change in the user profile therewith.

12. A method as set forth in claim 1 to 10, wherein the user profile is altered with a defined time lag by taking into consideration the relationship between the total use period of the user within a given period of time in relation to the changes which have occurred in the use characteristics.

13. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein when evaluating the user characteristics in respect of the choice option besides the choice category of the selected item at least one of the following parameters is assessed:
   complete reception of the choice item,
   specifically switching on reception just before selection of the choice item,
   specifically switching on the channel of the choice item,
   the lack of switching out of the choice item at a specific time,
   the frequency of switching out of the choice item at a specific time, and
   the time of definitively switching out of the choice item.

14. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the user profile is produced in the form of user categories.

15. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the choice items are organised according to at least one choice category.
16. A method as set forth in claim 15, wherein the choice categories are identical to the user categories.

17. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein area profiles which describe the users and which in particular statistically describe the users, in particular being statistically descriptive in accordance with their sociological data, are used as initial user profiles.

18. A method as set forth in one of the preceding claims, wherein the user profile is for an individual user.

19. Apparatus for selectively supplying users with media by an operator, comprising a bidirectional data connection between a user and the operator, a mixer at the operator for bringing together choice items which the user selects and selective items which the operator selects for the user, a sensor and transmitter unit at the user adapted to detect the user characteristics in respect of the media items received by the user, an evaluation unit at the operator to which the user characteristics are communicated for evaluation thereof, and a control unit at the operator adapted to contain the user profile of the respective user and to control the selection of the selective items for said user and to update the user profile on the basis of data available from the evaluation unit.

20. Apparatus as set forth in claim 19, wherein the choice items are made available from Multi-Media Playout Center (MMPC) which permits access at any time and in any desired Sequence of the choice items stored therein by the user.
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